
MONTH TEXT BOOK DIGITAL RESOURCES SUBJECT ENRICHMENT ACTIVITIES

April 

Beehive-The Fun They Had                                          

Writing Skill- Diary Entry               

Grammar -Tenses, modals , subject verb 

Concord, Voice 

Students should read the content from E-libray and will 

do the worksheet and assignment

Children will discuss about the schools of their parents and the 

hardship they had gone through and discuss it in class.

Class will be divided into two groups and a debate session will be 

conducted E-BOOK vs  PRINTED BOOK.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   

Imagine a time when all books will be on 

computers and there will be no books printed on 

paper. Would you like such books? Why/ Why not ?
 

May 

Beehive-The sound of music                   

Moment-The Lost Child                             

Writing skills- Story writing       

grammar - Reported speech 

The lesson the sound of music will be explained through 

video.  And also extra knowledge will be given by 

showing the documetaries or videos of world famous 

physically disabled persons like STEPHEN HAWKING, 

HELEN KELLER ETC. 

Collect information about different musical   instruments and

paste them in A4  

July

Beehive-The Little Girl                                                

 The Truly Beautiful Mind                                 

 Moment-The Adventure of  Toto  

 Ishwaran The Story Teller                          Poetry-

The Road Not Taken                     

 Wind                                                                        

Students should read the content from E-libray and will 

do the worksheet and assignment.                                                  

Video of Pankaj Tripathi will be shown to 

inspire the students. How he had struggled to fulfil his 

passion.

Role Play activity on authors and poets

August 

Beehive-The Snake and the Mirror       

 My Childhood   Moments-     

  In the Kingdom of Fools           

  The Happy Prince                              

   poetry  -Rain on the Roof    

The Lake Isle of Innisfree     

*Explanation through videos .                      * Jakie Shroff‘s 

movie ‗Teri Meherbaniyan‘ few scenes thorough you 

tube, where a dog takes the revenge of his 

master will be shown to make them understand the 

idea of selfless service displayed by an animal. 

Learners will create mind maps of the chapters and the poetry.                                                                                       

Great achievements is usually born of great 

sacrifice and is never the result of selfishness. discuss
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September

Beehive- Packing                                                         

Reach for the Top                                     

Moments-                                                 

Weathering the Storm in Earsama                    

The Last Leaf                                                                 

Poetry- A Legend Of the Northland                            

No Men are foreign                           

Documantaries of our national heros will be shown through you tube .Rivision Of Mid-Term Syllabus.                

 Students will be asked to go to the local library or 

talk to older persons in their locality and find 

legends in their own language. Discuss about the 

legends in the class.                                                                                            In 

times of crisis like the recent pandemic 

Corona crisis‘ has reduced the gaps of foreign differences between the 

people, irrespective of 

the differences existing between us. Do you 

think it is appreciable act?               

October 

Beehive-The Bond of Love                                                

Moments- A House Is Not A Home                                    

Poetry-The Duck and The Kangaroo

Students should read the content from E-libray and will 

do the worksheet and assignment

Poetry Reading Skill activity and quiz on poetic Devices.                                              

Imagine you are preparing to go on a two-week holiday to a city you 

have not been to before. Decide the things you would need for the trip. 

November 

Beehive-Kathmandu                                               If 

I Were you                                           Moments- 

The Begger                                                   Poetry-

On Killing a Tree                                                                                              

A Slumber Did My Spirit Seal    

eBook and E-library . Revision of Post Mid Syllabus

December Revision of complete syllabus 


